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New England Festival of Ibero American Cinema
2013

time rating title venue

Wednesday, October 2nd
7:00 PM The Gold Brooch (Broche de Oro)

Raul Marchand 2012 | Film | 90 min.
** Note: Director will attend Q&A

A delightful comedy about three elderly friends who "escape" from a retirement
home for a week end at the beach where a grandson is participating in a surfing
competition. The film was a huge box office success in Puerto Rico.

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center

Thursday, October 3rd
2:00 PM The bus (La camioneta)

Mark Kendall 2012 | Documentary | 71 min.
** Note: Q&A Director Mark Kendall

Every day dozens of decommissioned school buses leave the United States on a
southward migration that carries them to Guatemala, where they are repaired,
repainted, and resurrected as the brightly-colored camionetas that bring the vast
majority of Guatemalans to work each day. Since 2006, nearly 1,000 camioneta
drivers and fare-collectors have been murdered for either refusing or being unable
to pay the extortion money demanded by local Guatemalan gangs. LA
CAMIONETA follows one such bus on its transformative journey: a journey
between North and South, between life and death, and through an unfolding
collection of moments, people, and places that serve to quietly remind us of the
interconnected worlds in which we live.

Sterling
Memorial
Library
(SML)

4:00 PM Eternal Fire (Fuego Eterno)
Cynthia Sabat 2012 | Documentary, Short | 27 min.
** Note: Q&A Juana Sapire

Juana Sapire has lived in exile in New York ever since the disappearance of her
husband, filmmaker Raymundo Gleyzer in 1976. On a trip to New York, and later,
when Juana was in Buenos Aires to finally confront in court the kidnappers,
torturers and murderers of her husband, Cynthia Sabat recorded footage of Juana
and her son Diego Gleyzer. Although Diego was just a baby when his father was
brutally taken away from him, and he was raised in New York, this documentary is
proof of how someone that is physically absent can still be an essential presence in
one's life. The memory lives on, and with it, Raymundo's legacy.

Sterling
Memorial
Library
(SML)

4:30 PM Caíto
Pablo Trapero 2013 | Emerging Filmmaker Competition | 70 min.
** Note: Q&A - Guillermo Pfening y Luis (Caíto)

Caíto, produced by Pablo Trapero, is a sentimental road movie about the close
relationship between two brothers, born and raised in a small town in the Province
of Córdoba. Caíto has Becker's Muscular Dystrophy, but he does not let that stop
him from living his life to the fullest! He had a dream to someday make a movie
with his brother, Guille, a well-known actor. Caíto, the movie, is that dream come
true.

Sterling
Memorial
Library
(SML)
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7:00 PM The Word in the Woods (La palabra en el bosque)
Jeffrey Gould 2011 | Documentary | 56 min.

During the early 1970s, hundreds of peasants in a remote region of El Salvador
began to emulate the early Christians, working the land together and building
communities based on solidarity. By the late 1970s, thousands of peasants in
northern Morazan organized to resist National Guard repression, which often
involved torture and executions. In the 1980s, the military engaged in scorched
earth operations against their villages, inaugurating a 12-year civil war. La palabra
en el bosque tells their stories, placing them in context within the light of current
reality.

Albertus
Magnus
College

7:00 PM Garifuna in Peril
Rubén Reyes, Ali Allie 2012 | Emerging Filmmaker Competition | 99 min.

Ricardo, a Garifuna language teacher living in Los Angeles, wants to preserve his
culture by building a language school in his home village. However, a fundraising
venture with his brother Miguel soon becomes tangled up by the expansion plans
of a nearby tourist resort, forcing Ricardo to fly back home and sort out the mess.
Ricardo’s land troubles are mirrored in a play within a movie about Garifuna hero
Joseph Satuye. Shot in Los Angeles and Honduras, “Garifuna in Peril” features a
cast of first-time Honduran and Belizean actors.

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center

9:00 PM The retiree (La jubilada)
Jairo Boister 2012 | Emerging Filmmaker Competition | 82 min.
** Note: Director will attend Q&A

At the age of 30, Fabiola Neira returns to her birthplace where everyone regards
with her suspicion, and sees her only as the woman who years earlier moved to
the capital for work. Though she!s retired from her previous profession, the road
home is still arduous and painful for Fabiola. She must find a job and also rebuild
her relationships with her father and older sister. After landing a supervisory
position at a small metal recycling company, an unlikely friendship with her boss!
16-year-old son makes her homecoming easier

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center

Friday, October 4th
12:00 PM DESDE CUBA: NEW CINEMA 1

2013 | Shorts Program, Young Cuban Filmmaker's Showcase | 83 min.

The Mother | Ivette Avila 2013

A mother desperately tries to find how to feed her children.

Yusniel | Juan Pablo Daranas Molina 2013

Yusniel is a middle class young man with dark skin and who says a few words.
His life revolves around a single passion: the opera

Nani and Tati | Adolfo Menas Cejas 2012

Two sisters need each other's help, but they begin to fight after each of them
claims to be sicker than the other one.

Crisálida | Alejandro Alfonso 2012

Crisálida is an 86 year old woman who looks at the world through the window of
her small room.

Sterling
Memorial
Library
(SML)
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Iris | Erian Ruiz Montano 2012

Iris and Olivia are in a relationship together. Iris begins to feel the need to have a
child.

A selection of Award Winning Shorts from the Young Filmmakers Showcase
Competition in Havana - 2013 - INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE

2:00 PM IBERO AMERICAN SHORTS COMPETITION 3
Gustavo Rondon Cordova, ALvaro Delgado Aparicio, Marcelo Martinessi, Carlos Nader,
Fernando Camargo, Mathews Parizi 2012 | Shorts Program | 84 min.

Nostalgia | Gustavo Rondon Cordova 2012

Thomas, a man in the tirites who is in charge o fan empty land deep in the plañís,
whit his infant son Albert, buries his wife alter her suden deathg.

Last Street (Calle última) | Marcelo Martinessi 2012

Myriam is 13. This might be her last day at school. 24 hours of her life, portraying
the delights and struggles of her routine, along a journey to find acceptance.

Screen (Tela) | Carlos Nader 2012

The Tuner (O Afinador) | Matheus Parizi, Fernando Camargo 2012

Paulo, a young piano tuner who works in his father"s restoration workshop, wants
to be a concert pianist. During a day of work, he tries to find the whereabouts of a
letter from a music conservatory that he anxiously awaits.

The companion (El Acompañante) | Alvaro Delgado Aparicio 2012

In the outskirts of Lima, a young prostitute tends to his father, a fallen-from-grace
artisan. However, he feels that his efforts are never enough. The young man tries
to break free but his dependence is stronger.

A selection of award winning ibero american shorts.

Sterling
Memorial
Library
(SML)

4:00 PM Love is not what it used to be (El amor no es lo que era)
Gabi Ochoa 2013 | Emerging Filmmaker Competition | 90 min.

Alex's life crosses with Lucia's, two youngsters who start discovering each other,
the escape velocity will determine their future. Paz y Jorge see how their
relationship is fading and they don't know what to do, hyperbola, whose bodies will
never go back to their point of origin. Albert and Irene meet after some decades of
separation, parabola whose trajectories, it seemed, were not going to join again.
Love is Not What It Used to Be is the story of the physical law of divergent
trajectories.

Linsly
Chittenden
Hall

7:00 PM Yasuní
Nicolás Entel 2013 | Documentary, Short | 31 min.
** Note: Q&A with Tao García - Executive Producer

Help me to remember (Ayúdame a recordar) | Fran Casanova 2012

Santi is a 10 year old boy who, after discovering that his grandfather Pelayo is
deeply affected by the death of his wife and suffering from Alzheimers, finds,
through fantasy and old comics, a way to help his grandfather get back the will to
live.

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center
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The great grandmother has Alzheimer's (La bisabuela tiene Alzheimer's) | Iván
Mora 2012

The film tells about the encounter between the director's grandmother and
daughter: while the memory of the latter is just being developed, his grandmother
has been suffering from Alzheimers for 15 years.

YASUNI explores the role of the oil industry in the lives of two native communities
in the Amazon, and establishes a sharp contrast between those that have been
touched by the oil companies, and those that have not.

7:00 PM Chronic Love (Amor Crónico)
Jorge Prerrugorría 2012 | Documentary | 80 min.
** Note: Q&A with actress Cucú Diamantes

Amor crónico follows the flamboyant Grammy nominated Cuban-born and New
York based singer CuCú Diamantes on her tour around Cuba. The film
interweaves footage of live musical performances with a fictional love story
narrative. The result is an energetic display of CuCú Diamantes' glamorous
performance style with a fresh Latin soundtrack and comical twist. It is at unique
road movie and portrait of a Cuban artist traveling back to her roots.

Southern
Connecticut
State
University

10:00 PM No autumn, No spring (Sin otoño sin primavera)
Iván Mora 2012 | Emerging Filmmaker Competition | 118 min.
** Note: Q&A with Director Iván Mora

Lucas is in college studying for a law degree. He has developed an advanced
concept on the subject of the anarchy of the imagination. Lucas dreams big, and
when his ideals fall short he becomes addicted to sleeping pills, turning his life into
an anarchic battleground. Paula sells pills while she collects tales of happiness
from the city’s inhabitants. She is coping with the death of her father, and a medical
condition. Antonia has a passion for life but her doctors have given her a few
months to live; so she decides to contact ex-boyfriend Martin, now living abroad
with a fiancée, to come back and grant Antonia one final, treacherous request. No
Autumn, No Spring depicts modern day Guayaquil City and its invisible generation.
Iván Mora Manzano’s punk ballad of rebellion, confrontation and the
disenfranchised reveals the tribulations of young men and women who struggle
deeply with the transition from adolescence to adulthood. — Andres Castillo

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center

Saturday, October 5th
12:00 PM IBERO AMERICAN SHORTS COMPETITION 2

Pablo Larcuen, Frank Casanova, Victor Orozco, Laura Gonzalez, Sebastián Miló 2012 |
Shorts Program | 81 min.

Elephant | Pablo Larcuén 2012

Manuel is a poor soul. He is stuck in a monotonous job, he only has a friend he
really likes and his family despises him. Everything is about to change, after a
doctor diagnoses with a strange illness: he is turning into an elephant.

Help me to remember (Ayúdame a recordar) | Fran Casanova 2012

Santi is a 10 year old boy who, after discovering that his grandfather Pelayo is
deeply affected by the death of his wife and suffering from Alzheimers, finds,
through fantasy and old comics, a way to help his grandfather get back the will to
live.

The milk of hope (El seno de la esperanza) | Freddy Vargas 2012

Yale
University
Art Gallery
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Cheddy Garcia plays Sonia Marmolejos, a young Dominican mother of five, who
helped several orphan Haitian babies after Haiti's 2010 earthquake in such a
tender and unselfish way that it touched the hearts of everyone in the nation of
the Dominican Republic and the world. Based on a true story.

Reality 2.0 / La Realidad 2.0 | Victor Orozco Ramirez 2012

It was autumn when I arrived in Germany. I thought that in this exotic country I
could distance myself a little bit from Mexico, but I was wrong. Drug traffickers
managed to take me back in a ruthless way. A short animated documentary
about the drug-related violence in Mexico.<br><br>Era otoño cuando llegué a
Alemania. En estas exóticas tierras, creía que podría distanciarme un poco de
México, pero estaba equivocado. Los narcotraficantes, con su brutalidad, me
trajeron de vuelta. Un documental animado acerca de la violencia relacionada
con la guerra contra el narcotráfico en México.

Every time I remember, I forget | Laura González 2012

María is an elderly spanish woman suffering from Alzheimer's who keeps
returning to her childhood during the Spanish Civil War. Rosa is a young
colombian girl who has lived through war. When she becomes María's caretaker,
a special relationship develops.

Trucker (Camionero) | Sebastián Miló 2011

In a boarding school, Raidel is witness to the abuse suffered by his shoolmate
Randy.

Award winning ibero american shorts competing for Best Short

1:30 PM IBERO AMERICAN SHORTS COMPETITION l
Rodrigo Dimaté, Claudia Huaiquimilla, Pedro Severién, Ramiro Longo, Leon Gracés,
Florencia P Marano, Xacio Baño 2012 | Shorts Program | 81 min.

The Assassins | Rodrigo Dimaté 2012

Two killers look for Sanchez Ninco, a taxi driver who works at night. Amaya, a
car washer who tries to prevent the crime, is confronted with the harsh reality of a
world permeated by violence.

Song to my sad sister | Pedro Severién 2012

Tiago is an inmate. It´s been somo time since he last returned to his hometown.
On a visit to his sister, he finds a very different landscape from the one he
remembers.

First Blood | Ramiro Longo 2012

In Argentina no train operator gets through his years of work whitout running over
or killing somebody.

Anacos | Xacio Baños 2012

The life of a person can be as easy and straightforward as his recipe for sponge
cake.

Positive Negative | Florencia Marano 2012

In a small town in the argentinian Pampa, two teen friends secretly escape to the
countryside, to take care of something that can only be solved covertly.

Yale
University
Art Gallery
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3:00 PM There isn't a more diverse place (No hay lugar más diverso)
Felipe Degregori 2012 | Documentary | 52 min.
** Note: Q&A with Director Felipe Degregori

This documentary was chosen to represent Peru in the 3rd edition of Doctv
Latinoamérica. It tells the story of the boat, Henry 9, one of the boats belonging to
the company of that same name, that transports people and goods in the Peruvian
Amazon on the route from Pucallpa to Iquitos and back. The film draws the
spectator into this magical, yet very complicated world.

Yale
University
Art Gallery

5:00 PM Melaza
Carlos Lechuga 2012 | Emerging Filmmaker Competition | 80 min.
** Note: Q&A with Director Carlos Lechuga

With the closure of the sugar mill, the little town of Molasses is devastated, lifeless.
Aldo and Monica form a young married couple that is having trouble finding a way
to survive. By supporting each other, they try to save their world without losing their
faith.

Linsly
Chittenden
Hall

7:00 PM Everybody has a plan (Todos tenemos un plan)
Ana Piterbarg 2012 | Emerging Filmmaker Competition | 118 min.
** Note: Q&A with Julia Solomonoff - Producer

EVERYBODY HAS A PLAN tells the story of Agustín (Mortensen), a man
desperate to abandon what for him has become, after years of living in Buenos
Aires, a very frustrating existence. After the death of his twin brother, Pedro,
Agustín decides to start a new life, adopting the identity of his brother and returning
to the mysterious region of the Delta, in theTigre, where they lived when they were
boys. However, shortly after his return, Agustín will find himself unwillingly involved
in the dangerous criminal world that was a part of his brother's life. (c) Fox
International (WHC)

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center

9:00 PM Cinco de Mayo: The battle of Puebla
Rafa Lara 2013 | Film | 125 min.
** Note: Q&A with Director Rafa Lara

On May 5th, 1862, General Ignacio Zaragoza’s inexperienced army defeated
Napoleon III’s invading French forces; yet, very little is known or remembered
about the events that led to that historic and bloody battle. Featuring an all-star
Mexican cast (Angelica Aragon, Kuno Becker, Mario Zaragoza) and hundreds of
extras, and based on rigorous research, this exciting multi-million dollar war epic
tells the story of this much celebrated event from the points of view of politicians,
generals, soldiers, wives and even two young lovers who meet on the battlefield.

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center

Sunday, October 6th
12:30 PM 3 millions (3 millones)

Jaime Roos 2012 | Documentary | 135 min.

Iconic Uruguayan musician Jaime Roos and son Yamandu capture the glory and
excitement around the Uruguayan national soccer team’s (known as La Celeste)
performance during the 2010 World Cup in South Africa in this exuberant
documentary. Through interviews, exclusive images and stock footage and a
fantastic soundtrack written by Jaime Roos, “3 Million” is a celebration of soccer
and about a father and son who find common ground over their love for the sport.

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center

3:00 PM DESDE CUBA: NEW CINEMA 2 Yale -
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2013 | Shorts Program, Young Cuban Filmmaker's Showcase | 86 min.
** Note: Q&A with Yumey Besu

The Moon in the Garden (La luna en el jardín) | Yemeli Cruz 2012

A woman's life is touched by a unique experience while walking through a quiet
garden in the middle of the chaos of the city.

Double Impact | Alejandro Arango 2012

A group of film students surprise a young cuban singer with his first music video.

Happiness | Jorge de León 2012

How a section of cuban society feels about happiness.

Oslo | Ernesto Doñas 2012

An elderly couple lives in the hot cuban countryside. Amanda's obsession to see
snow, takes her to the absurd to realize her dreams. Her husband Raul decides
to bring winter to their home.

Knock Out | Liber Drey 2012

Ernesto suspects that his wife is having an affair with one of his buddies. They all
celebrate New Year's Eve together, and later they play "The Assasin", a pool
game he has created to discover the betrayal. The truth, shocks them all.

Whitney
Humanities
Center

5:00 PM Fresa y Chocolate
Tomás Gutierrez Alea, Juan Carlos Tabío 1993 | Film | 108 min.
** Note: Q&A -with Mirta Ibarra

We celebrate the 20th Anniversary of this remarkable film from Director Tomás
Gutierrez Alea: What begins as a sexual advance on communist student David by
the free-spirited gay Diego, ends with a friendship of differing ideologies on
sexuality and politics. When David and Diego first meet over ice cream, David is
shocked by Diego"s open criticism on Castro"s regime. Although David
(heterosexual) is aware of Diego"s attraction toward him, he is encouraged by a
colleague to continue spending time with Diego to later report him to the
government. Through their time together however, a friendship grows instead.
Starring festival favorite Jorge Perogurría, Vladimir Cruz y Mirta Ibarra.

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center

7:00 PM 20 Years after Fresa y Chocolate
2013 | Panels and Discussions | 60 min.
** Note: Panel with cuban actress Mirta Ibarra

We celebrate the 20th Anniversary of this remarkable film from Director Tomás
Gutierrez Alea: What begins as a sexual advance on communist student David by
the free-spirited gay Diego, ends with a friendship of differing ideologies on
sexuality and politics. When David and Diego first meet over ice cream, David is
shocked by Diego's open criticism on Castro"s regime. Although David
(heterosexual) is aware of Diego"s attraction toward him, he is encouraged by a
colleague to continue spending time with Diego to later report him to the
government. Through their time together however, a friendship grows instead.
Starring festival favorite Jorge Perogurría, Vladimir Cruz y Mirta Ibarra.

Yale -
Whitney
Humanities
Center


